HOW TO
KILL A
BEAST
by Beowulf

WEAPONRY
Your weaponry must be made by
the finest Black Smith, your
weaponry must be cleaned
regularly with fresh water from
Jasper Prout, rose smelling soap
made by Fliss Price , perfect mini
brush made by James Danter
[more details at the bottom of
page 4] ,a new red bucket made by
Harry Wynn. Weapons you
will/might need: sward, knife, bow
and arrow, spare and dagger

ARMOUR
Your armour must be made
by the best Black Smith in
your town it must be light
weight plus easy to run in
and it also must be flexible.
You must clean your armour
twice a day in till it’s nice and
clean because you don’t want
blood over suit on your next
attack

PREPARING FOR BATTLE
Ways to get fit is to: do 10
lunges on each side, 30 press
ups, and 50 laps around your
house if you do this every day
then you will become very fit.
Make sure that you say
goodbye to your loved ones
because you might kill the
blood brain beast but it might
kill YOU so saying bye is a
good idea.

STRATEGY
How will you attack the
horrible beasts use
different strategies e.g.
Hiding, Surprise, Ambush,
stealth or Attack.
You might need a
distraction because blood
bolter are very easy to
distract

BEASTs YOU MAY
ENCOUNTER
When you are out, you may
encounter different types of
beast here are a few beasts with
they’re weaknesses and strong
points like
4 headed cat-weaknesses are
water and dog’s .And the strong
parts are climbing, sneaking up
on people, scratching, killing and
their MEOW can make you deaf.

7headed cow-weaknesses
are when people run at
them. And strong parts
are kicking and killing
5 legged pig- weaknesses
are foxes, knifes and axes.
And their strong points
are attacking at night.

TAKING CARE OF
YOURSELF
How will you look after
yourself? You need to be
aware of different types of
danger .You need to know
where danger is, volcanoes,
tornadoes and sea storms. And
if you get hurt what do you
do? If you have hurt your leg
then find the nearest stick that
is in line with your ribs if

needed pull of some wood of a
tree and slowly walk toward to
the closes town and ask for
help. If you have cut between
your palm and elbow keep
your arm up in the air to stop
the blood coming out .If hurt
between the hips and neck
then find a safe leaf and place
it on gently then put pressor
on the injury and then find
help.

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR BATTLE AND
SECURE YOUR REWARDS
Sometimes you might be faced with some
man/woman how doesn’t want to pay you,
then you have a few options:
No.1 Ask nicely they might change their
minds
No.2 Threaten them
No.3 Pull out your sword and pretend to
kill them
If none of these options work then there is
always
No.4 Kill them straight away, take their
money and expensive stuff
By Beowulf told to Zara Danter

